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Abstract
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This study investigated the role of externalizing behavior as a mediator of the relation between
social self-control and peer liking among children with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity DisorderCombined Type (ADHD-CT). A model was proposed whereby externalizing behavior would fully
statistically account for the direct relation of social self-control to peer liking. One hundred
seventy two children ages 7.0–9.9 years with ADHD-CT were rated by their teachers regarding
their social self-control and by their parents and teachers regarding their rates of externalizing
behavior. Same-sex classmates provided ratings of overall liking. Structural Equation Modeling
(SEM) was used to assess the proposed model. Results supported the proposed model of
externalizing behavior as fully statistically accounting for the relation of social self-control to peer
liking. This study demonstrated the crucial role that externalizing behaviors play in the social
impairment commonly seen among children with ADHD-CT.
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Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder-Combined Type (ADHD-CT) is characterized by a
persistent pattern of developmentally inappropriate levels of inattention, hyperactivity, and
impulsivity (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). Children with ADHD-CT are often
loud, controlling, intrusive, and disruptive in social interactions, and engage in lower rates of
prosocial behaviors than do children without ADHD (Whalen & Henker, 1992). Multiple
areas of social dysfunction have been documented among children with ADHD-CT,
including poor self-control in social situations (Semrud-Clikeman, 2010). Children with
ADHD-CT consistently demonstrate poor peer functioning, as they are more likely to be
rejected by peers and less likely to be liked by peers than children without ADHD-CT
(Hoza, Mrug, Gerdes, et al., 2005b).
Peer Liking of Children with ADHD
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Disrupted peer relationships are perhaps the most frequent, persistent, and treatment
resistant domain of impairment demonstrated by children with ADHD, with estimates of
prevalence of peer rejection in children with ADHD ranging from 50–80% (see Hoza, 2007
for a review). Rejection occurs with both familiar and novel peers and almost immediately
in novel social interactions (Erhardt & Hinshaw, 1994; Pelham & Bender, 1982). Children
with ADHD consistently demonstrate poor sociometric peer functioning when rated by their
peers, and are often actively disliked by peers (Hoza, Gerdes, Mrug, et al., 2005a; Mikami,
Jack, Emeh, & Stephens, 2010; Mrug, Hoza, Gerdes, et al., 2009; Pelham & Fabiano, 2008).
Indeed, children with ADHD received substantially fewer positive nominations and more
negative nominations from their classmates than did children without ADHD (Hoza et al.,
2005b), Negative peer nominations as demonstrating the greatest differentiation between
children with and without ADHD on sociometric measures (Mrug et al., 2009). These
disrupted peer relationships are both chronic and resistant to intervention in children with
ADHD, as children in the Multimodal Treatment Study of ADHD (MTA) continued to be
actively disliked relative to comparison peers following 14 months of active intervention to
reduce the core symptoms of ADHD (i.e., inattention, hyperactivity/impulsivity) regardless
of treatment condition (Hoza et al., 2005a). Children with ADHD were also less likely to
have reciprocally-nominated friendships than children without ADHD (Hoza et al., 2005b).
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Social Self-Control and Peer Liking of Children with ADHD
Numerous studies have demonstrated poor social functioning among children with ADHD
(Hoza, 2007). Cavell's (1990) tri-component hierarchical model of social competence
distinguishes social skills, which are the basic building blocks of social communication (i.e.,
social encoding, nonverbal communication) from social behavior, which includes the ability
to flexibly and appropriately employ social knowledge and behavior in a manner that is
adaptive to situation and context (i.e., social conduct, controlling reactivity.), and social
functioning among peers, which includes peer perceptions and liking and other elements of
social status. The tri-component model posits that social skills influence social behavior, but
also acknowledges that social performance deficits can occur in the presence of intact social
skills. Specifically, the model suggests that poor application of social skills in peer
interactions may occur because of interference by factors such as emotional reactivity or
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behavioral impulsivity (Cavell, 1990). The social competence deficits of children with
ADHD (and children with ADHD-CT in particular) typically reflect poor control of social
behavior rather than deficits in social skills knowledge (Wheeler & Carlson, 1994). In
particular, children with ADHD show substantial deficits in social self-control (defined
within this study as ability to control reactivity and moderate behavior in social interactions
with peers). Children with ADHD-CT are, overactive, disruptive, reactive, and impulsive
(Erhardt & Hinshaw, 1994), and it is not surprising that these difficulties impact their ability
to demonstrate effective self-control in social interactions. Indeed, children with ADHD-CT
(but not ADHD-Predominantly Inattentive [ADHD-PI] subtype) demonstrated greater
intensity, poorer regulation, and more aggressive reactivity in social interactions (Maegden
and Carlson, 2000), as well as poorer social self-control than children without ADHD (Van
der Oord et al., 2005). These deficits in social self-control persisted even after accounting
for differences in disruptive behavior, as children with ADHD-CT demonstrated more offtopic and hostile responses than typically functioning children in an analogue “chat room”
task even after accounting for differences in Oppositional Defiant Disorder (Mikami et al.,
2007).
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Poor social self-control puts children at substantial risk for negative peer outcomes. The
hierarchical tri-component model of social competence posits that inappropriate social
behavior is a leading contributor to poor social status (Cavell, 1990). Indeed, studies have
consistently indicated that poor social behavior, reactivity, and emotional dysregulation have
all been linked to poorer peer relations in childhood (Rosen, Milich, & Harris, 2012;
Stormshak, Bierman, Bruschi, et al., 1999; Semrud-Clikeman, 2010). Poor social selfcontrol is a particularly important contributor to the peer problems of children with ADHDCT. Studies have indicated that children with ADHD-CT demonstrate poorer self-control in
social settings than children with ADHD-PI (Mikami et al., 2007; Semrud-Clikeman, 2010),
whereas Solanto and colleagues (2009) noted that poor social self-control was linked to
poorer parent-and teacher-rated peer relations for children with ADHD-CT but not ADHDPI. Poor social self-control has been posited as a mechanism underlying the well-established
finding that children with ADHD-CT come to be quickly disliked by their peers (Nixon,
2001).
Social Self-Control, Externalizing Behavior, and Peer Liking: A Mediation Model
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There are well-established links between poor social self-control and externalizing behavior
in children with ADHD (Greene, Biederman, Faraone, et al., 1996). Indeed, Vazsonyi and
Huang (2010) demonstrated strong fit of a longitudinal model of social self-control and
externalizing behavior, with social self-control in early childhood accounting for 44.8% of
the variance of externalizing behavior in early childhood and significantly predicting
trajectories of externalizing behavior into middle childhood. While many definitions of
externalizing behavior include poor peer-oriented social self-control (i.e., hostile behavior,
aggression, etc.; Hinshaw, 1992) they remain distinct and differentiable constructs.
Externalizing behavior as typically defined encompasses not just negative behavior towards
peers, but also a range of behaviors related to disobedience to adults (i.e., oppositional and
defiant behavior). Similarly, many elements of poor social self-control (i.e. emotional
reactivity, failure to moderate behavior according to social roles) may manifest in behaviors
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that would not typically fall within the definition of externalizing behavior (Vazsonyi &
Huang, 2010).
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Developmental research has suggested that the relation of a child's behavior to the child's
social acceptance by peers is substantially affected by the characteristics and norms of the
social context in which the behavior occurs (Stormshak et al., 1999). The tri-component
model of social competence explicitly recognizes that social performance is only one of
many factors impacting social status and acceptance (Cavell, 1990). Researchers have thus
proposed a transactional relationship between externalizing behavior and social preference,
with externalizing problems both predicting and resulting from peer rejection in younger
children (Sturaro et al., 2011). Indeed, studies have demonstrated that peers expressed
significantly greater dislike of children who demonstrate greater externalizing behavior
towards adults (i.e., oppositionality, defiance, failure to follow rules; Leflot, van Lier,
Verschueren, Onghena, & Colpin, 2011), and indicated that the adult-oriented (rulebreaking) elements of externalizing behavior (i.e., failing to follow activity rules,
complaining/whining) were significantly related to both concurrent peer liking and
longitudinal change in peer liking (Mrug et al., 2007).
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While deficits in social self-control have long been held to be a primary contributor to poor
peer functioning of children with ADHD-CT (Nixon, 2001), there appears to be only a
modest relation between changes in social performance and sociometric peer functioning
among children with ADHD-CT. Wheeler and Carlson's (1994) model of peer functioning in
children with ADHD proposed that externalizing behaviors served as an “interfering
response” (p. 7) in the attempts of children with ADHD-CT to demonstrate appropriate
social skills performance. Indeed, while negative peer-directed social behaviors (i.e.,
teasing, interrupting, aggressive behaviors) evidenced significant zero-order correlations
with concurrent peer liking among children with ADHD, these correlations became nonsignificant when included simultaneously in a regression analysis with the adult-directed
elements of externalizing behavior (Mrug et al., 2007). Social and behavioral norms are
crucial and often overlooked contextual factors that impact peer perception. A socialcontextual model of peer perceptions demonstrated that the relation of both positive and
negative social behavior to peer ratings was moderated by the classroom-level frequency
and acceptability of the behavior (Chang, 2004). These results suggest that the relation of
poor social self-control to peer liking may be best examined in the context of externalizing
behavior (i.e., violations of behavioral norms and expectations). We thus propose a simple
statistical mediation model, whereby the relation of poor social self-control to concurrent
peer disliking among children with ADHD-CT is fully statistically accounted for within the
context of the rate of externalizing behaviors.
Research Questions
Previous research has documented the relations among social self-control, peer liking, and
externalizing behavior; however, the possibility that externalizing behavior accounts for the
impact of concurrent social self-control on peer liking has yet to be examined among
children with ADHD-CT. Indeed, while the tri-component model posits a direct effect of
social performance on social status, it also leaves open the possibility that this effect may be
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mediated by factors not related to the child's social performance (including the child's
externalizing behavior; Cavell, 1990). This study aims to present an initial examination of
the above described mediation model by examining the direct and indirect relations of
concurrent social self-control, externalizing behaviors, and peer liking. Given the
demonstrated relations of externalizing behaviors to social self-control and peer liking, as
well as the posited social-contextual theory that violations of environmental norms provide
context for the perception of social behaviors, it is proposed that the rate of externalizing
behaviors will fully statistically account for the concurrent relation of social self-control to
peer liking among children with ADHD-CT.

Methods/Materials
Participants
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Participants in this study included 172 children with ADHD-CT (136 boys and 36 girls) and
their 1,298 same-sex classmates (1,026 boys, 272 girls) who served primarily as raters
(opposite-sex children did not serve as sociometric raters in this study). All children with
ADHD-CT were participants in the Multimodal Treatment Study of Children with ADHD
(MTA) meeting DSM-IV criteria for a diagnosis of ADHD-CT and were 7.0–9.9 years of
age at study entry (M = 7.73, SD = 0.80; MTA, 1999). Children in the MTA study were
recruited across 6 sites. Children were in 1st – 4th grade at the time of initial assessment (M
= 2.27, SD = 0.89). Sixty-seven percent of the children were Caucasian, 13% were Black/
African-American, 5% were Hispanic/Latino, 12% were Multiethnic, and 3% were of other
(Asian, Native American) or unspecified ethnicities. Thirty percent of the children had
received medication treatment for ADHD prior to enrollment in the MTA study. However,
medication treatment was discontinued for all children during the baseline assessments. All
data were collected for the present study following the establishment of a diagnosis of
ADHD-CT but prior to randomization into treatment conditions, thus data on specific
treatment groups is not reported. Baseline sociometric measures were only collected at 3 of
the 6 sites within the overall MTA study (collection of sociometric measures was optional
for each site within the protocol, see Hoza et al., 2005a for more information). Measures
were only collected for a subset of children at each site due to factors including school
refusal, timing of data collection (i.e. during summer break), lack of consenting classmates,
and staff limitations (Hoza et al., 2005a). Hoza and colleagues (2005a) reported that the
subset of 172 children for whom sociometric measures were collected were representative of
children within the overall MTA study, with no major differences on demographic,
symptom severity, or diagnostic variables. Participant information from here forward refers
exclusively to the subset of children in the MTA for whom sociometric ratings were
completed, not to the larger sample of all children participating in the MTA study.
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Procedure
Procedures for the recruitment and assessment of children within the MTA study have been
previously described (i.e., Hinshaw, March, Abikoff, et al., 1997; MTA Collaborative
Group, 1999a; 1999b). Specifically, a multi-site multiple-gating procedure was used to
recruit children from both community and clinical sources, whereby families completed
screening assessments by phone (phase 1), followed by a packet of questionnaires at home/
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school (phase 2), followed by an in-person assessment (phase 3). All questionnaires in this
study were completed during the second phase of the assessment process. Children were
included in the present study if they were between the ages of 7.0–9.9 years, met full criteria
for ADHD-CT, and did not meet criteria for any condition that could interfere with
treatment (i.e., Autism Spectrum Disorder, Bipolar Disorder, psychosis, IQ < 80). All data
were collected for the present study at the baseline assessment time point.
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Peer sociometric measures were collected from all same-sex classmates for whom informed
consent had been obtained. Opposite-sex raters were not used as young children have
substantially more social interaction with same vs. opposite-sex classmates (i.e., Shrum,
Cheek, & Hunter, 1988). No two children with ADHD-CT from the MTA study for whom
sociometric data were collected were in the same classroom; thus children were each rated
by a unique set of raters. Sociometric measures were administered individually to children in
first and second grades (N=106, 61.6%) and group administered to children in third and
fourth grades (N=66, 38.4%) unless a child had teacher-identified reading difficulties, in
which case the measures were administered individually. Procedures for informed consent
and the administration of sociometric measures have been previously described in detail
(Hoza et al., 2005a; 2005b). Means and standard deviations of all measures are presented in
Table 1, interrcorrelations of all measures are presented in Table 2.
Measures
Social Self-Control
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Social Skills Rating System – Self-Control scale: The Social Skills Rating SystemTeacher (SSRS-T; Gresham & Elliot, 1989) is a teacher-reported measure that assesses
broad social skills performance in children, and has been substantially validated across a
broad range of populations (Matson & Wilkins, 2009). The SSRS-T is a 30 item measure
that yields three subscales, including a 10-item Self-Control subscale that assesses children's
abilities to control reactivity in social interactions (i.e., “compromises in conflict situations,”
“controls temper in conflict situations,” “responds appropriately to teasing”). Psychometric
analyses of the SSRS-T have found adequate support for the factor structure of the SelfControl subscale among children with ADHD (Van der Oord et al., 2005), and the SSRS
Self-Control subscale has demonstrated validity as a measure of social self-control (MurrayClose et al., 2010; Vazsonyi & Huang, 2010). Eight of the ten items on the SSRS-T SelfControl explicitly refer to self-control in social situations with peers while two items
(“Controls temper in conflict situations with adults,” “Receives criticism well”) either refer
explicitly to adults or do not specify peer interactions. Given the current study's focus on
examining peer social interactions in the context of externalizing behavior, analyses
including the SSRS-T Social Self-Control subscale were conducted separately using a full
(10-item) and peer-only (8 items) version of the scale. Reliabilities were acceptable within
the present study for both the peer-only and full versions of the scale (alphas = .82–.85)
Externalizing Behavior
Child Behavior Checklist/Teacher Report Form: The Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL;
Achenbach, 1991) and Teacher Report Form (TRF; Achenbach, 1991) are commonly-used
parallel parent-report (CBCL) and teacher-report (TRF) measures of a child's emotional and
Soc Dev. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2015 May 01.
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behavioral functioning that yield two composites and eight problem subscales. Only the
Externalizing Problems index was used in this study. Of note, the Externalizing Problems
scales do not include symptoms of ADHD. The CBCL and TRF are widely-used and wellvalidated measures (Achenbach, 1991), and demonstrated acceptable reliability in the
present study (alphas = .90–.95). The CBCL and TRF Externalizing Problems score were
included within the current study as potential indicators of parent- and teacher-reported
externalizing behaviors, respectively.
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Swanson, Nolan, and Pelham Checklist for DSM-IV: The SNAP-IV (Swanson, 1992) is a
commonly-used parallel parent and teacher rating scale that measures symptoms of ADHD
and Oppositional Defiant Disorder (ODD) on a four point scale. Only the SNAP-IV ODD
subscale was used in this study, as it is most analogous to and highly correlated with the
Externalizing subscale on the CBCL (Langberg, Epstein, Loren, et al., 2009). The SNAP-IV
ODD subscale does not include specific symptoms of ADHD and the SNAP-IV ADHDspecific subscales were not utilized as indicators in the current study, as the purpose of this
study was to examine the mediating role of externalizing (i.e., oppositional and defiant)
behaviors rather than symptoms of hyperactivity and/or inattention. The SNAP-IV ODD
scale presents the eight symptoms of ODD and asks parents/teachers to report how
frequently they occur on a four-point Likert scale (0 = not at all, 3 = very much), with
responses composited to provide a single dimensional estimate of oppositional and defiant
behavior. The SNAP-IV parent and teacher-reported ODD scales demonstrated acceptable
reliability in the present study (alphas = .91–92). The parent- and teacher-reported SNAP-IV
ODD subscales were included within the current study's analyses as potential indicators of
parent- and teacher-reported externalizing behaviors, respectively.
Peer Liking
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Peer Sociometric Rating: Peer Liking was assessed using sociometric ratings according to
the guidelines outlined by Hoza and colleagues (2005a; 2005b). Consented classmates of
participants were given a list of all participating same-sex children in the classroom and
asked to rate how much they liked the children on a 5-point Likert scale. The rating scale
included both text anchors (1 = `Really like,' 5 = `Really do not like') and visual anchors (1
= smiling face, 5 = frowning face). Opposite-sex raters were not used as young children
have substantially more social interaction with same vs. opposite-sex classmates (i.e.,
Shrum, Cheek, & Hunter, 1988). The Mean Liking scale was computed by averaging across
the 5-point Likert scale ratings of the child by classmates, and reflected the degree to which
the child was liked by his or her classmates (M = 3.15, SD = 0.80). Lower Mean Liking
scores reflected greater liking within the classroom. One-way ANOVAs did not indicate any
significant difference in Mean Liking by grade, gender, minority-status, or prior medication
treatment, Fs < .25, ps >.10.
Statistical Analytic Plan
Model Specification: The current study used structural equation modeling (SEM) to assess
the fit of a structural model whereby externalizing behaviors statistically mediated the
relation of social self-control to sociometric peer liking. A significant strength of this study
was the ability to use distinct raters of each of the constructs of interest so as to assess
Soc Dev. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2015 May 01.
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statistical mediation across raters. In order to minimize shared-rater effects and provide a
more conservative test of mediation, raters were selected to provide the most ecologically
valid assessment of each construct of interest. Accordingly, social self-control was assessed
exclusively through teacher-ratings, externalizing behavior was assessed through both
parent-and teacher-report ratings, and peer liking was assessed exclusively through peer
ratings. Teachers were selected as informants of social self-control as they are able to
directly observe the within-classroom social interactions that are most likely to influence the
perceptions of a child's classmates. Parents and teachers were each selected as informants of
externalizing behavior as they both represent valid raters of externalizing behavior
(Achenbach, 1991) and inclusion of parents and teachers allows for the model to account for
externalizing behavior across multiple settings (i.e., home, school, non-school activities).
Parent-report of externalizing behavior also allowed for a rating that was source-independent
from teacher-rated social self-control. Peer ratings were selected to assess peer liking given
the substantial body of evidence supporting the validity of sociometric ratings in the
assessment of peer perceptions (Hoza, 2007). Selection of teacher ratings of social skills
performance and parent and teacher ratings of externalizing behavior also represented a
conservative test of mediation, as the raters of social self-control (teachers) and peer liking
(peers) shared a setting (i.e., classroom) that was not shared with one of the raters of
externalizing behavior (parents). Thus, potential statistical mediation could not be attributed
entirely to shared-rater or shared-environment variance.
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The MTA study employed both parent- and teacher-rating scales of social self-control
(MTA Collaborative Group 1999a; 1999b), which theoretically would allow for the
specification of a multi-source latent construct within the model. However, previous studies
have suggested minimal to low correspondence between parent- and teacher report of social
skills performance (Van der Ord et al., 2005). Accordingly, correlation analyses were
conducted to assess the interrelatedness of the proposed indicators to determine if the model
would be better fit by indicating a single-source or multi-source latent construct. Correlation
analyses indicated a significant but small correlation of teacher- and parent-rated SSRS SelfControl, r (158) = .21, suggesting that it was not appropriate to include teacher- and parentrated social self-control in a single multi-source latent construct. Further support for the
decision to use a single (teacher-rated) rather than multi-source construct to represent social
self-control came from analysis of the items of the SSRS Self –Control that indicated the
measure did not provide parallel teacher and parent report. Specifically, 8 of 10 items on the
teacher scale explicitly reference peer interactions while only 3 of 10 items on the parent
scale explicitly reference interactions with children (with 4 items explicitly referencing adult
interactions). As this study sought to examine the mediating role of general externalizing
behavior on the effects of social self-control in peer interactions on peer liking, only the
teacher-reported SSRS Social Self-Control scale was included in the present study.
Similarly, the MTA Study provided parent- and teacher-report measures of externalizing
behavior (MTA Collaborative Group 1999a; 1999b). In contrast to the measure of social
self-control, the parent- and teacher-report measures of externalizing behavior were each
developed to provide parallel report. Numerous studies have suggested that parents and
teachers both provide valid ratings of a child's externalizing behavior (i.e., Achenbach,
1991), and inclusion of both parent and teacher report allowed the model to capture
Soc Dev. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2015 May 01.
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externalizing difficulties across a broader range of settings (i.e., school, home, etc.).
However, previous studies have suggested frequent discrepancy in parent and teacher report
of externalizing behavior (Kolko & Kazdin, 1993). Correlation analyses noted significant
moderate correlations of parent-report and teacher-report ratings of externalizing behavior
(rs (156) - .30–.42, ps < .001), but also noted substantially greater correlations among the
proposed indicators of externalizing behavior within-rater (parent-report: r (156) = .75–.78,
ps <.001; teacher-report: r (158) = .81–.87, ps < .001) than across-rater. A model was thus
specified whereby within-rater parent-reported and teacher-reported externalizing behavior
were identified as separate latent constructs that were informed by a general across-rater
externalizing behavior latent construct. Given that the parent- and teacher-rated indicators
were designed as parallel measures, the CBCL-TRF and the parent and teacher SNAP
pathways were freed to covary to control for within-measure variance. Only the general
externalizing construct was specified to be directly associated with the social self-control or
peer liking measures.
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Model Testing: A three step analysis was conducted to assess for the presence of mediation,
according to the recommendations of James and colleagues (2006). 1) A direct relation of
teacher-rated social self-control with peer liking was assessed using simple regression.
While many have indicated that a direct effect is not required to demonstrate mediation (i.e.,
MacKinnon, 2008), the direct effect was assessed in this study given the inconsistent
relation of social behavior rating scales and sociometric measures across the research
literature (Hoza et al., 2005). 2) In step 2, SEM was selected due to its ability to assess
relations of latent constructs with multiple indicators and its substantially powerful method
of controlling for measurement error (Kline, 2005). Externalizing behavior was introduced
into the model as a full statistical mediator of the effect of social self-control on peer liking.
Given the presence of missing data, the Monte Carlo Method for Assessing Mediation
(MCMAM) was used to estimate indirect effects (MacKinnon, Lockwood, & Williams,
2004; Selig & Preacher, 2008). Invariance testing was conducted to assess for invariance
across gender and prior medication history according to Kline's (2005) recommendation by
assessing the significance of the Δ χ2 statistic for a model where all parameters are freed to
vary by group in comparison to a model where all parameters are constrained to equality
across groups. Finally, given that temporal directionality cannot be assumed given the crosssectional nature of the data in the present study, alternative model testing was conducted in
step 3 to assess the fit of an inverted mediation (social self-control as a mediator of
externalizing behavior-peer liking) model. All SEM model testing was conducted using
AMOS 20, whereas MCMAM testing was conducted using a publically available web-tool
(Selig & Preacher, 2008). Missing data was estimated using full-information maximum
likelihood estimation. Missing data occurred due to failure of parents or teachers to
complete questionnaires within the study, and ranged from n=6 to n=11 across the
questionnaires. Children were only included in the study if their peers had successfully
completed peer sociometric ratings, thus no data was missing from the peer liking rating.
In all SEM analyses, model fit was assessed using χ2/df <3.0, Comparative Fit Index (CFI)
> .95, and Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) ≤ .08 according to Kline's
(2005) recommended thresholds. Model fit was only considered acceptable if all three
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indices (i.e., χ2/df ≤ 3.0; CFI ≥ 0.95; RMSEA ≤ .08) met the recommended thresholds. Of
note, although the raw chi-square (χ2) statistic is reported, it was not used to determine
model fit due to its extreme sensitivity to sample size. Instead, the normed chi-square (χ2/df
≤ 3.0) statistic was used, due to its decreased sensitivity to sample size (Kline, 2005).
Parameter significance was assessed through examination of the Δ χ2 statistic. Significant Δ
χ2 indicates that the model fit is substantially worse with the parameter constrained to zero,
and that the parameter thus contributes significant variance to the model (Loehlin, 2004).
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To assess mediation, nested model testing was conducted to compare the fits of a
constrained full mediation model whereby the social self-control to peer liking parameter
was constrained to zero and an unconstrained model whereby the social self-control to peer
liking parameter was freed to vary. Nested model testing was used to compare the goodnessof-fit of the mediation and unconstrained models. Goodness-of-fit is defined in the present
study as the most parsimonious model that does not significantly worsen the fit of the model
to the data (MacKinnon, 2008). Nonsignificant Δ χ2 in nested model testing indicates that
model fit is not significantly worsened by constraining the social self-control to peer liking
parameter to zero, and thus supports the appropriateness of the more parsimonious
mediation model over the less parsimonious unconstrained model in accordance with the
parsimony principle (Kline, 2005).

Results
Direct effects model testing
In step 1 of the model testing, simple regression was used to assess the direct relation of
social self-control to peer liking. As expected, results indicated a small but significant effect
of social self-control to peer liking such that children with poorer teacher-rated self control
in social interactions were liked significantly less by classmates, R2 =.04, F (1, 159) = 6.61,
β = −.20, p < .01. Essentially identical results were obtained when using the 8 item peer
interaction-only version of the SSRS Self-Control scale.
Mediation model testing
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In step 2, a model was specified with externalizing behavior fully mediating the relation of
teacher-rated social self-control to peer-rated liking. Direct relations were specified between
social self-control and externalizing behavior and between externalizing behavior and peer
liking, with the social self-control to peer liking parameter constrained to zero. The
constrained mediation model had 10 unconstrained parameters and 172 participants, well
above Kline's (2005) recommended minimum 10:1 participant-to parameter ratio. As
hypothesized, SEM supported the overall fit of the full mediation model, χ2(5, N = 172) =
8.17, p >.15; χ2/df = 1.63; CFI = 0.99; RMSEA =.07 (see Figure 1). Parameter testing
indicated that poorer social self-control was significantly related to greater rates of
externalizing behavior, β = −.74, Δ χ2 (1) = 86.86, p < .001, As hypothesized, parameter
testing indicated that higher rates of externalizing behavior were significantly related to
lower peer liking, β = .25, Δ χ2 (1) = 7.92, p < .01. Nested model testing indicated that the
full mediation model did not represent a significant worsening of fit over the unconstrained
model, χ2 (1) = 0.42, p > .50, supporting the adoption of the more parsimonious mediation
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model over the less parsimonious unconstrained model. MCMAM testing of the social selfcontrol to externalizing parameter (b = −.43, SE = .12) and externalizing to peer-liking
parameter (b=.09, SE = .04) indicated a small but significant indirect effect of social selfcontrol, β = −.19, 95% CI LL = −0.09, UL = −0.01. Overall, the full mediation model
accounted for approximately 7% of the variance in sociometric peer functioning, R2 = .07.
Results again were virtually identical when using the 8 item peer-interaction only version of
the SSRS Self-Control scale.
Model invariance testing
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Invariance testing examined whether the model was best fit by a one-group (invariant) or
two-group (non-invariant) specification to assess the stability of the model across gender
and prior medication history. In accordance with Kline's (2005) recommendations,
invariance testing was conducted by assessing the difference in model fit (Δ χ2) between a
model where all parameters are constrained to equivalence across groups (constrained/
invariant model) and a model where all parameters are free to vary across groups
(unconstrained/non-invariant model). Gender invariance testing indicated no significant
worsening of fit by constraining the model across gender, Δ χ2 (6) = 8.16, p >.15, suggesting
that use of the more parsimonious gender-invariant model acceptably fits the data. Similarly,
model testing by prior medication history indicated no significant worsening of fit by
constraining the model across groups, Δ χ2 (6) = 5.61, p >.25, suggesting that use of the
more parsimonious single group model acceptably fits the data. Overall, results supported
the invariance of the model across gender and medication history.
Alternative model testing
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Given the cross-sectional relation of the variables in the mediation model, temporal
mediation effects could not be analyzed. While substantial theoretical justification was
evident to specify the direction of the parameters in the full mediation model, the model
testing could not rule out the validity of an inverted mediation model whereby social selfcontrol was a mediating rather than mediated variable. Accordingly, alternative model
testing was conducted to assess the possibility that social self-control actually mediated the
relation of externalizing behavior to peer liking rather than vice versa. An alternative
mediation model was specified whereby externalizing behavior was directly related to social
self-control, social self-control was directly related to peer liking, and the relation of
externalizing behavior to peer liking was constrained to zero. Model testing failed to support
the overall fit of the alternative mediation model, as one of the three indicators of fit
exceeded recommended thresholds, χ2(5, N = 172) = 12.70, p <.05; χ2/df = 2.54; CFI = 0.98;
RMSEA =..11, all three indicators of model fit were worse for the alternative mediation
model than for the unconstrained model (χ2/df = 1.94; CFI = 0.99; RMSEA =..09), and
nested model testing indicated that the alternative mediation model represented a
significantly worse fit than the unconstrained model. χ2 (1) = 4.96, p < .05. Alternative
model testing thus did not support the alternative model of social self-control as a mediator
rather than mediated variable. These results were virtually identical when using the 8-item
peer interaction-only version of the SSRS-T Social Self-Control scale.
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The primary goal of this study was to examine the proposed model of externalizing behavior
as a mediator of the relation between social self-control and peer liking of children with
ADHD-CT. Results supported the proposed model. As hypothesized, structural equation
modeling indicated that a significant direct relation of teacher-rated social self-control to
peer-rated liking was fully statistically accounted for by externalizing behavior. Specifically,
analyses indicated that the rate of externalizing behavior fully accounted for the statistical
relation between social self-control and peer liking, such that the more parsimonious
mediation model whereby the relation of social self-control to peer liking was constrained to
zero did not result in any significant worsening of fit over the unconstrained model. Notably,
this study supported the proposed mediation model despite employing a conservative crossrater approach to control shared-rater variance. Results indicated poorer teacher-rated social
self-control was associated with greater externalizing behavior, which was in turn linked to
poorer peer-rated liking. To date, research has focused primarily on either social
performance deficits or externalizing behavior as predictors of peer functioning with few, if
any, studies examining possible mediators within this relation. However, existing models of
social interaction specify that the relation of social performance and peer functioning may be
mediated by a third construct such as externalizing behavior (Cavell, 1990) This study
replicates prior research establishing direct relations among social self-control, externalizing
behavior and peer functioning, and provides empirical support for the proposed model of
externalizing behavior as fully statistically accounting for the relations of social self-control
to peer liking.
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Implications
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Poor self-control and resulting socially inappropriate behavior in peer interactions has long
been held to be a key reason that peers dislike and reject children with ADHD-CT. The
findings of the current study are consistent with this hypothesis, as poor social self-control
was directly linked to low ratings of peer liking. However, considerable questions remain as
to the role of other factors in peer preferences, as children with ADHD-CT often continue to
be actively disliked and rejected by their peers even when social behavior and ADHD-CT
symptomotology improve (Hoza et al., 2005b). Chang's (2004) social-contextual model
demonstrated that the effects of both positive and negative social behavior to peer
preferences are moderated by the environmental (i.e., classroom) acceptability of their
behavior, suggesting that it is not so much the negative social behavior as the violating of
more broad environmental behavioral norms (i.e., externalizing behavior) that leads to peer
dislike and rejection. Externalizing behavior has well-documented effects on peer
preferences, as children overwhelmingly prefer well-behaved children over children with
externalizing behaviors (Hinshaw & Melnick, 1995; Mrug et al., 2007).
The present study demonstrated that not only are externalizing behaviors associated with
peer dislike, they fully statistically account for the relation of social self-control to peer
liking. Not surprisingly, children in the present study with higher rates of externalizing
behaviors were disliked more than children with lower rates of externalizing behavior. These
effects suggest that externalizing behavior may represent a critical factor in the development
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of social impairment across settings by providing a social-environmental context in which
socially negative behavior occurs. For example, externalizing behaviors play a key role in
the development of a negative reputation amongst one's peers, which is a powerful predictor
of current and future peer disliking even in the absence of continued negative social
behavior (Bierman, 2004; Milich, MacAninch, & Harris, 1992). These findings are
especially sobering given that children with ADHD-CT are more likely than typicallyfunctioning children to be both rejected by their peers and demonstrate markedly higher
rates of disruptive behavior during a developmental period (school age) where children form
univalent, stable, and change-resistant impressions of their peers (Hoza, et al., 2005a). The
results of the present study provide continuing empirical support to the notion that
externalizing behavior may contribute as much (if not more) as social behavioral deficits to
the development of poor peer relations among children with ADHD-CT as (see Hoza, 2007
for a review).
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Poor peer relations are among the most well-documented and most entrenched areas of
impairment among children with ADHD-CT (Hoza, 2007). Social performance interventions
have routinely failed to improve children's actual peer relationships despite their widespread
use and varying effectiveness in improving the social performance of children with ADHDCT (Pelham & Fabiano, 2008). Similarly, studies have demonstrated that children with
ADHD-CT continue to be disliked by peers following reductions in core symptoms of
ADHD (i.e., inattention, hyperactivity; Hoza et al., 2005b). The findings of the current study
suggest that externalizing behaviors may play an even greater role in the development and
maintenance of poor peer relationships than previously reported, as externalizing behaviors
completely accounted for the statistical relation between social self-control and peer liking.
It appears that externalizing behavior in itself is a key factor relating to peer functioning, at
least for children with combined-type ADHD.
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The results of the present study suggest that the role of externalizing behaviors is paramount
in the relation between social self-control and peer relations. Given that children with
ADHD-CT are rejected within even a short period amongst previously unfamiliar peers
(Pelham & Bender, 1982; Erhardt & Hinshaw, 1994) and that initial peer rejection persists
regardless of the persistence of negative behavior (Bierman, 2004), early interventions
targeting the externalizing behaviors of children with ADHD-CT are imperative in
improving peer functioning and decreasing the risk of negative outcomes associated with
ADHD-CT and peer rejection. Given the robustness of peer rejection and effects of peer
reputation, interventions may also need to focus on ensuring that reductions in externalizing
behavior among children with ADHD-CT are noted and assimilated by peers to reduce the
effects of past externalizing behavior on current reputation and peer functioning among
peers. This argument is consistent with Mrug and colleagues' (2007) findings that
improvements in rule-following behavior was among the few variables that predicted
improvement in sociometric peer functioning for children with ADHD-CT.
Limitations
The present study presents encouraging support for the mediating role of externalizing
behavior; however, there are several limitations that must be noted. Notably, the present
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study represented an initial cross-sectional investigation of the relations among concurrent
social self-control, externalizing behavior, and peer liking. Thus it was not possible to
determine the developmental sequence, temporal direction, or longitudinal outcomes of the
relations of the constructs of interest. The relation of peer dislike and disruptive behavior is
reciprocal, as studies have indicated that peer rejection both predicts and is predicted by
externalizing behaviors and aggression (Dodge, Lansford, Burks, et al., 2003; Murray-Close
et al., 2010). Future studies are necessary to determine how the relations of social selfcontrol, externalizing behavior, and peer liking are affected by changes over time and how
these changes differ according to treatment groups. However, whereas the present study was
not able to assess for the temporal direction of the relations of the constructs of interest,
alternative model testing did lend cross-sectional support to the proposed mediation model.
Specifically, alternative model testing failed to support social self-control as a mediating
rather than mediated variable.
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Although the results of the study indicated that externalizing behaviors fully account for the
relation of social self control to peer liking, the effect size of the mediation model of peer
liking was relatively small. Many factors affect peer perceptions and peer liking (see Hoza,
2007 for a review), and the model accounted for only a limited amount of the variance in
peer liking. Poor peer functioning is among the most entrenched areas of impairment and is
often maintained by peer perceptions and reputations (Milich et al., 1992). Accordingly,
substantial improvement in peer functioning will likely require other intervention in addition
to reductions in externalizing behavior. Indeed, as previously noted, children in the MTA
study continued to demonstrate poor peer functioning following treatment despite notable
reductions in externalizing behavior (Hoza et al., 2005b). However, the results of this study
suggest that reduction of externalizing behavior is a necessary (if not sufficient) precursor to
improving peer functioning of children with ADHD.
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An additional limitation concerns the measure of social self-control employed by the present
study. Cavell's (1990) tripartite model establishes distinctions between social skills and
social behavior, and suggests that each construct may have differential effects on social
adjustment. The SSRS provides a broad assessment of self-control of behavior in social
interactions (i.e., resisting reactivity to conflict, controlling impulsivity), but does not
measure either implicit social skills (e.g., making eye contact, reading social cues, etc.) or
explicit knowledge of social skill behaviors (e.g., initiating social interactions, prosocial
behavior, etc.). It is possible that implicit or explicit social skill knowledge demonstrates a
different pattern of relation to externalizing behavior and peer functioning than that
demonstrated by social self-control. However, numerous studies have suggested that the
social deficits observed among children with ADHD-CT reflect poor self-control of social
behavior rather than social skills deficits (Semrud-Clikeman, 2010), suggesting that poor
social self-control may be more relevant to the poor peer functioning of children with
ADHD-CT than social skills. Similarly, this study only assessed the effects of social selfcontrol and externalizing behavior on peer liking, not on other sociometric variables.
Accordingly, this study only assessed how much children with ADHD-CT were liked by
their peers, which may not reflect the degree to which they are actually nominated as social
partners or friends by their classmates. However, studies have demonstrated correlation
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between peer ratings of like/dislike and peer measures of social preference (Hoza et al.,
2005a), suggesting that peer liking provides a valid proxy for peer social preference.
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Finally, the sample selected for this study presented limitations. This study was conducted in
the context of a large multi-site study of children with ADHD-Combined Type, thus the
findings of this study cannot be assumed to generalize to children with other subtypes of
ADHD or typically-functioning children. Similarly, participants in this study were
overwhelmingly male. While the ratio of boys to girls was consistent with previous samples
of children with ADHD-CT (MTA, 1999a), it limited the ability to assess for gender effects
within model testing. Specifically, while model invariance testing supported a genderinvariant model and supplemental model testing produced a similar pattern of results for
boys as for mixed-gender children, the small sample size did not allow for comparative
testing of the model for girls. Given gender differences in externalizing behavior (Crick &
Grotpeter, 1995), further research is recommended to determine how gender affects the role
of externalizing behavior as a mediator of the relation of social skills performance to social
status.
Conclusion
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Poor peer relationships have tremendous negative effects on children's academic, behavioral,
and emotional well-being. The current study represents a critical step forward in
understanding the role of externalizing behaviors in the social impairment of children with
ADHD. A wealth of literature has documented the negative impact of externalizing behavior
on peer relationships for children with ADHD. The findings of the present study provide
empirical support for the direct effect of externalizing behavior on peer perceptions and the
mediating role of externalizing behaviors in the relation of social self-control to peer liking.
It is critical that interventions incorporate behavioral, social, and peer components to address
the pernicious and pervasive social difficulties experienced by children with ADHD.
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Figure 1.

Full mediation model with standardized regression weights.
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Table 1
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Means and SDs of indicators in structural model.
Measure

M

SD

1. SSRS – Social Self Control (Teacher)*

8.80

3.79

2. CBCL-Externalizing (Parent)*

20.64

9.82

3. SNAP-Oppositional-Defiant (Parent)*

11.82

5.98

4. TRF-Externalizing (Teacher)*

26.95

13.98

5. SNAP-Oppositional-Defiant (Teacher)*

10.27

6.72

6. Mean Liking (Peer)

3.15

0.80

Note: N = 172.
*

Scores are mean summed totals of raw scores, not T scores
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Correlations of indicators in structural model.
Measure

1

1. SSRS – Social Self-Control (Teacher)

.--

2

3

4

5

2. CBCL-Externalizing (Parent)

−.24**

--

3. SNAP-Oppositional-Defiant (Parent)

−.26***

−.79***

--

4. TRF-Externalizng (Teacher)

−.62***

.42***

.31***

--

5. SNAP-Oppositional-Defiant (Teacher)

−.70***

.38***

.30***

.87***

--

4. Mean Liking (Peer)

−.20**

.24**

.25***

.17*

.24**

Note: N = 172
*

p < .05.

**
p <. 01,
***
p < .001.
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